2009 Summer Workshop on

Southeast Asia

Monday-Friday, August 17-21, 2009

Co-Sponsoring NRCs and their Universities

Center for Southeast Asian Studies, Northern Illinois University

Center for Southeast Asian Studies, Ohio University

Center for Southeast Asian Studies, University of Michigan
**Monday**

8:00-9:00  **Registration and Refreshments**

9:00-9:15  **Welcome and Introductions**

9:15-10:30  **Globalization & Curriculum Development for CCs**
            Theo Sypris, Midwest Institute

10:30-10:45  **Refreshments Break**

10:45-12:00  **The Culture of Doing Business in Southeast Asia**
             Salleh Din, Visiting Scholar at Ohio University

12:00-1:00  **Lunch**

1:00-2:15  **Geography and the Use of Videos to Introduce the Region in the Classroom**
            Charley Sullivan, University of Michigan

2:15-2:45  **Refreshments Break**

2:45-4:00  **A Brief Historical Overview**
            Charley Sullivan, University of Michigan

4:00-4:30  **Campus Tour of Curriculum Resources, Computer Labs, and Library**

**Tuesday**

9:00-10:15  **History: The USA in the Philippines**
            Charley Sullivan, University of Michigan

10:15-10:45  **Refreshments Break**

10:45-12:00  **History: Teaching about Viet Nam and the War**
             David Smith, University of Michigan

12:00-1:00  **Lunch**

1:00-2:15  **Politics: Democracy: Parties and People Power in SE Asia**
            Allen Hicken, University of Michigan

2:15-2:45  **Refreshments Break**

2:45-4:00  **Politics: Case Studies for the Classroom**
Wednesday

9:00-10:15  Economics: From Rice to Chips: Making a Living in SE Asia  
            Linda Lim, University of Michigan

10:15-10:45  Refreshments Break

10:45-12:00  Economics: Case Studies for the Classroom  
             Charley Sullivan, University of Michigan

12:00-1:00  Lunch

1:00-2:15  Urbanization: Southeast Asian Mega-Cities  
           Gavin Shatkin, University of Michigan

2:15-2:45  Refreshments Break

2:45-4:00  Urbanization: Case Studies for the classroom  
           Charley Sullivan, University of Michigan

Thursday

9:00-10:15  Islam at the Crossroads: Its SE Asian Legacy & the Global Future of the Faith  
            Eric Jones, Northern Illinois University

10:15-10:45  Refreshments Break

10:45-12:00  Case Studies for the Classroom (Interweaving Cultures: Islam in SE Asia)  
             Eric Jones, Northern Illinois University

12:00-1:00  Lunch

1:00-2:15  Resources on SE Asia for the Classroom  
           Julie Lamb, Northern Illinois University

2:15-2:45  Refreshments Break

2:45-4:00  Internationalizing the Curriculum: Process and Outcomes  
           Theo Sypris, Midwest Institute

Friday

9:00-10:15  Dimensions of Colonialism, Nationalism, and Democracy in SE Asia  
            Theo Sypris, Midwest Institute

10:15-10:45  Refreshments Break
10:45-12:00  Faculty Discussing their Plan for Curriculum Modules
12:00-1:00  Lunch
1:00-2:15  Faculty Discussing their Plan for Curriculum Modules
2:15-2:45  Refreshments Break
2:45-3:30  Debriefing and Evaluation